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English translation

00:00:13,320 --> 00:00:15,840
Di memlekét ʦi vă zăʦe̯á bitɔ́rni?

00:00:13,320 --> 00:00:15,840
What stories did the elders used to tell you?

2
00:00:15,920 --> 00:00:18,760
Nínga únă prikɔ́zmă, ʦivá di memlekét,

2
00:00:15,920 --> 00:00:18,760
Maybe one more story, something about the
homeland,

3
00:00:18,760 --> 00:00:19,480
ʦíva ʦi štíʦ.

3
00:00:18,760 --> 00:00:19,480
anything you know.

4
00:00:19,520 --> 00:00:23,120
- Pricázmă ĭelʲ bun šti̯ áu̯ áma noi̯ no čulɔ́m,

4
00:00:19,520 --> 00:00:23,120
- They were good in telling stories, but we didn’t
pay attention,

5
00:00:23,160 --> 00:00:28,400
ič nu pătúm să fáʦim ĭáni, n-anviʦɔ́m ĭáni.

5
00:00:23,160 --> 00:00:28,400
we were not able to do so, to learn them.

6
00:00:29,480 --> 00:00:30,640
Ha.

6
00:00:29,480 --> 00:00:30,640
Yea.

7
00:00:30,800 --> 00:00:32,960
- Hai̯ dúʦi ʦi súntu, hai̯ dúʦi?

7
00:00:30,800 --> 00:00:32,960
- Who were the "hajduks" (outlaws)?

8
00:00:33,400 --> 00:00:35,560
Nu ave̯á, Caradžóva, la múnti?

8
00:00:33,400 --> 00:00:35,560
Didn’t they exist in the mountains of Karacova?

9
00:00:35,680 --> 00:00:38,760
U̯ámenʲ cu dufékʲ, u̯ámenʲ hai̯ dúʦʲ.

9
00:00:35,680 --> 00:00:38,760
Men with guns, bandits.
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10
00:00:38,800 --> 00:00:43,880
- Cafcáz, Cafcáz, ai̯ dút uráu̯, Cafcáz.

10
00:00:38,800 --> 00:00:43,880
- In the Caucasus there were hajduks.

11
00:00:43,920 --> 00:00:47,440
- Nu Cafcáz, nínti, nínti, ăn Makedónia.

11
00:00:43,920 --> 00:00:47,440
- [I mean,] not in the Caucasus, earlier, in
Macedonia.

12
00:00:47,480 --> 00:00:52,040
- Ăn Makedónia, ič di ʦéle, tári rau̯, hai̯ dút,

12
00:00:47,480 --> 00:00:52,040
- In Macedonia there were many hajduks,

13
00:00:52,360 --> 00:00:55,840
ĭáni, an múnti gʲéu̯.

13
00:00:52,360 --> 00:00:55,840
they were living in the forest.

14
00:00:55,960 --> 00:00:58,280
- La ʦéle̯a ai̯ dúʦ ǳiʦéau̯. - An múnti gʲéu̯.

14
00:00:55,960 --> 00:00:58,280
- They were called hajduks. - They were living in
the mountains.

15
00:00:58,360 --> 00:01:01,000
- Cɔn ave̯á cávgă, cum spúneʦ la cávgă? - Tabí.

15
00:00:58,360 --> 00:01:01,000
- In war times, how do you say "war"? - Yes, like
this.

16
00:01:01,000 --> 00:01:05,920
- Tabí, túnʦi burvíʦ, insán burvíʦ eráu̯.

16
00:01:01,000 --> 00:01:05,920
- Yes, they were quarrelling, people were
quarrelling back then.

17
00:01:06,040 --> 00:01:08,560
- Di nu si šti̯ á dési Makedónia

17
00:01:06,040 --> 00:01:08,560
- It was still not known whether Macedonia

18
00:01:08,600 --> 00:01:11,360
íntră-n Ĭunanistán, íntră-n Bulgária,

18
00:01:08,600 --> 00:01:11,360
would become a part of Greece or Bulgaria,

19
00:01:11,400 --> 00:01:14,560
ave̯á cávgă, cávgă. Nu zăʦe̯á ---

19
00:01:11,400 --> 00:01:14,560
there was war. Didn’t they tell you about ---

20

20
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00:01:14,640 --> 00:01:16,840
- Amá, Ĭunanistán di nóšti ári ĭanắ.

00:01:14,640 --> 00:01:16,840
- But, in Greece there are a lot of our people.

21
00:01:16,920 --> 00:01:18,760
Türklér var, de[ğil] mi?

21
00:01:16,920 --> 00:01:18,760
They have Turks there, right?

22
00:01:19,760 --> 00:01:22,040
- Batɯ́ Trakʲá. - Batɯ́ Trákʲa.

22
00:01:19,760 --> 00:01:22,040
- In West Thrace. - West Thrace.

23
00:01:26,040 --> 00:01:27,440
Ha.

23
00:01:26,040 --> 00:01:27,440
Yea.

24
00:01:28,840 --> 00:01:33,120
- Cum spúneʦ la pădúri? Pădúri, ormán, ormán,
cum?

24
00:01:28,840 --> 00:01:33,120
- How do you say "forest"? Forest?

25
00:01:33,800 --> 00:01:37,520
- Múnti, múnti.

25
00:01:33,800 --> 00:01:37,520
- "Munti" (mountain, forest).

26
00:01:37,560 --> 00:01:39,600
- Co ĭu áre lémnu. - Lέmni.

26
00:01:37,560 --> 00:01:39,600
- There where the wood is. - Wood.

27
00:01:39,840 --> 00:01:45,440
- Pĭétre, lέmni. Pădúri nu avéʦʲ?

27
00:01:39,840 --> 00:01:45,440
- Stones, wood. You do not say "padúri"?

28
00:01:45,560 --> 00:01:49,800
Pădúri nu -- aɣáč, ormán? Múnti.

28
00:01:45,560 --> 00:01:49,800
You do not say "padúri"?

29
00:01:49,960 --> 00:01:55,080

29
00:01:49,960 --> 00:01:55,080

- Múnti, amá nu ári u̯a, e, u̯a disúpra ári.

- But there is no forest here, it is up there.

30
00:01:55,360 --> 00:01:58,440
Αn ormán u̯áʦi disúpra cătúnlui̯ ári.

30
00:01:55,360 --> 00:01:58,440
There is only forest above the village.
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31
00:01:58,560 --> 00:02:04,440
Mo čámurʲ sadíră, čam sadíră, čam sadíră.

31
00:01:58,560 --> 00:02:04,440
They have just planted fir trees there.

32
00:02:06,480 --> 00:02:09,040
- Áma ăn memlekét mulʦ au̯ fríca di vámpirʲ.

32
00:02:06,480 --> 00:02:09,040
- But in the homeland, many are afraid of
vampires.

33
00:02:09,440 --> 00:02:11,480
- Cóla lalt turlíi̯ ári.

33
00:02:09,440 --> 00:02:11,480
- There things are different.

34
00:02:11,520 --> 00:02:13,920
- Nu, ma bătắrni zic di vɔ́mpirʲ.

34
00:02:11,520 --> 00:02:13,920
- I mean the elders, they speak about vampires.

35
00:02:14,000 --> 00:02:16,880
- Naínti, naínti. - Năínti, nínti ziʦe̯á.

35
00:02:14,000 --> 00:02:16,880
- Back then. - In older times they did.

36
00:02:17,200 --> 00:02:19,120
- Tse, ʦe, ʦe?

36
00:02:17,200 --> 00:02:19,120
- What?

37
00:02:19,240 --> 00:02:21,600
- Vampírʲ. - Vampírʲ?

37
00:02:19,240 --> 00:02:21,600
- Vampires. - Vampires?

38
00:02:21,680 --> 00:02:25,280
- Cóla zíʦi, naínti. - Naínti vέ, be, vampírʲ!

38
00:02:21,680 --> 00:02:25,280
- There, back then. - Of course, back then there
were vampires!

39
00:02:25,320 --> 00:02:26,160
- Tsi făʦeáu̯?

39
00:02:25,320 --> 00:02:26,160
- What did they used to do?

40
00:02:26,160 --> 00:02:32,200
- Vampírʲ, insán ra vampírʲ be! Tabí, vampírʲ insán
ra!

40
00:02:26,160 --> 00:02:32,200
- Vampires, human vampires! Yes, human
vampires!

41
00:02:32,760 --> 00:02:35,960

41
00:02:32,760 --> 00:02:35,960
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Vampírʲ nu vέ, vampírʲ insán ra!

They were not vampires, the humans were
vampires!

42
00:02:36,880 --> 00:02:41,520
Dála nái̯ să, dála ŭái̯ să, fudzí

42
00:02:36,880 --> 00:02:41,520
Whenever someoneʼs mother or father wandered

43
00:02:42,200 --> 00:02:45,160
an tári, an balcán,

43
00:02:42,200 --> 00:02:45,160
through the wooded mountains,

44
00:02:45,280 --> 00:02:49,360
cóla ʦi, tsi fătsé? Tsi ará ne, ĭáni?

44
00:02:45,280 --> 00:02:49,360
what did he do? What happened?

45
00:02:49,560 --> 00:02:52,320
[Ză]ʦe̯á: <Ei̯ , vampír víni!>

45
00:02:49,560 --> 00:02:52,320
He said: <A vampire came!>

46
00:02:52,600 --> 00:02:57,440
Si daráu̯ ná šá cálu, péru! Tséla vampír rá.

46
00:02:52,600 --> 00:02:57,440
And the horse became like this, the hair! That was
the vampire.

47
00:02:57,720 --> 00:03:01,360
Vampír nu ve̯a ĭáni, aʦél vampír insánu vampír
ăi.

47
00:02:57,720 --> 00:03:01,360
That was not a vampire, it was a human.

48
00:03:02,840 --> 00:03:06,080

48
00:03:02,840 --> 00:03:06,080

Un vampír ári an máră.

Once upon a time there was a vampire at the mill.

49
00:03:06,200 --> 00:03:10,320
- Nu štíu ĭo ša, mi zurlutái̯ .

49
00:03:06,200 --> 00:03:10,320
- No idea, that confuses me.

50
00:03:10,360 --> 00:03:13,640
- Ĭέsi di cătún,

50
00:03:10,360 --> 00:03:13,640
- Outside the village

51
00:03:13,720 --> 00:03:18,080
la čéšmă si duc fétili să le̯a ápă.

51
00:03:13,720 --> 00:03:18,080
there was a spring where the girls went to fetch
water.
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52
00:03:18,200 --> 00:03:19,320
Tamám mɯ?

52
00:03:18,200 --> 00:03:19,320
All right?

53
00:03:19,320 --> 00:03:21,920
Tsel vampír ĭέsi.

53
00:03:19,320 --> 00:03:21,920
And this vampire came there.

54
00:03:21,920 --> 00:03:24,320
E, ma únde e̯a, fe̯áta o lε.

54
00:03:21,920 --> 00:03:24,320
And when there was a girl, he took it.

55
00:03:24,320 --> 00:03:30,040
An án ún[ă] fe̯áta, an més, hʲe an án,

55
00:03:24,320 --> 00:03:30,040
Once a year or once a month,

56
00:03:30,120 --> 00:03:32,880
bir senedé, an án, de[ğil] mi?

56
00:03:30,120 --> 00:03:32,880
once a year [he got a girl], didn’t he?

57
00:03:33,120 --> 00:03:40,200
An án únă fe̯átă lέ, catún z-le̯áu sáldi šă vampíru
lε.

57
00:03:33,120 --> 00:03:40,200
One year, the vampire came to the village just to
steal a girl.

58
00:03:40,680 --> 00:03:43,000
Toi̯ zíʦi: <Ĭo, un u̯om,> zíʦe,

58
00:03:40,680 --> 00:03:43,000
A guy said: <I am a man,> he said,

59
00:03:43,040 --> 00:03:46,920
<toi̯ mi dar,> zíʦi, <ca fi̯ áta mi dáră.>

59
00:03:43,040 --> 00:03:46,920
<let me make myself look like a girl.>

60
00:03:47,280 --> 00:03:53,200
Si dúʦi la čéšmă, si dúʦi la čéšmă, vampíru víni.

60
00:03:47,280 --> 00:03:53,200
So he went to the spring, and the vampire came.

61
00:03:53,200 --> 00:03:55,120
- Ca féti si pirminéšti.

61
00:03:53,200 --> 00:03:55,120
- [The man was] dressed like a girl.

62
00:03:55,120 --> 00:04:02,000

62
00:03:55,120 --> 00:04:02,000
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- Vampíru víni. Ă le̯a, ši ómu lă le̯a.

- The vampire came. He took the girl and the man.

63
00:04:02,360 --> 00:04:06,280
Lă le̯a anóntru, ee, únă mári ašáʦi,

63
00:04:02,360 --> 00:04:06,280
He took them inside, eh, a big one,

64
00:04:06,880 --> 00:04:11,400
ši ʦel mári vampír, di i̯ úndi vampíri ári cóla,

64
00:04:06,880 --> 00:04:11,400
a big vampire, they had vampires there,

65
00:04:11,400 --> 00:04:14,520
mári vampír, an ĭatác aíšt u̯a,

65
00:04:11,400 --> 00:04:14,520
the big vampire had a room here,

66
00:04:14,760 --> 00:04:19,400
áma, ĭatác tári, di ĭárbă ĭatác.

66
00:04:14,760 --> 00:04:19,400
with a bed, a straw bed.

67
00:04:21,160 --> 00:04:27,520
Ăl zíʦi: <Ĭu săn fétili?> <A, fétili nă li mancɔ́m,>
zắʦi.

67
00:04:21,160 --> 00:04:27,520
He said: <Where are the girls?> <Ah, we ate all
the girls,> he said.

68
00:04:28,640 --> 00:04:33,120
<Ši aʦéli, ʦésti erá ʦi mancɔ́m,> ĭáni,

68
00:04:28,640 --> 00:04:33,120
<We ate all we had,>

69
00:04:33,360 --> 00:04:36,200
la ómu ăi̯ zíʦi vampíru, ăi̯ zíʦi la u̯ómu.

69
00:04:33,360 --> 00:04:36,200
said the vampire to the man.

70
00:04:36,640 --> 00:04:39,520
- Nu ai̯ bitirítă pricɔ́zma cu vámpir!

70
00:04:36,640 --> 00:04:39,520
- You did not finish the story with the vampire.

71
00:04:40,520 --> 00:04:43,240
- Nu s-unutɔ́.

71
00:04:40,520 --> 00:04:43,240
- Ha, he did not forget it.

72
00:04:43,440 --> 00:04:49,400
- Fiʦóru ʦi fe̯áʦi, štíi̯ be?

72
00:04:43,440 --> 00:04:49,400
- Do you know what the man did?

73

73
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00:04:50,600 --> 00:04:56,920
Aʦέla, vampíru, ăl ʣắʦi că:

00:04:50,600 --> 00:04:56,920
He said to the vampire:

74
00:04:57,000 --> 00:05:00,200
<Tamám,> zíʦi, <mi manáncă míni,

74
00:04:57,000 --> 00:05:00,200
<Well, he will eat me,

75
00:05:00,320 --> 00:05:02,800
tamám, afii̯ ét ólsun!> zíʦi.

75
00:05:00,320 --> 00:05:02,800
so enjoy your meal!> he said.

76
00:05:02,800 --> 00:05:10,720
<Am un tári să-ʦ spun, un lúcru să spun.

76
00:05:02,800 --> 00:05:10,720
<I have something to tell you, I will show you
something.

77
00:05:10,800 --> 00:05:17,120
Úcu štii̯ , úcu-l fáʦi ăl lúcru, έla u̯á š-olsún!>

77
00:05:10,800 --> 00:05:17,120
And when you know that, come here and take
me!>

78
00:05:18,360 --> 00:05:21,320
<E, spúni!> zíʦi.

78
00:05:18,360 --> 00:05:21,320
<Well, tell me!> [the vampire] said.

79
00:05:21,800 --> 00:05:25,600
<Cɔn mi manánʦ míni, če̯a úšă dišklʲísă să íe,

79
00:05:21,800 --> 00:05:25,600
<When you eat me, leave that door open,

80
00:05:25,640 --> 00:05:27,240
au̯á săl eu̯,> zíʦi.

80
00:05:25,640 --> 00:05:27,240
I will stay alone here,> he said.

81
00:05:28,400 --> 00:05:32,560
<Cɔ́ʦi?> <Voi̯ ʦi lă măncáʦ fέtile, u̯á nu l-áră,>
zísi,

81
00:05:28,400 --> 00:05:32,560
<Why?> <You normally eat girls, but here isnʼt
any,> he said,

82
00:05:32,680 --> 00:05:35,280
<al u̯á nu-i̯ ʦéla,> zísi, <ĭap, ma ĭá-u!>

82
00:05:32,680 --> 00:05:35,280
<here isʼnt any,> he said, <hop, have a look!>

83
00:05:35,320 --> 00:05:39,440
Amá fu(ʣ)i̯ di u̯á, zíʦi, ši curturse̯ášti.

83
00:05:35,320 --> 00:05:39,440
And he went away, and so he escaped.
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84
00:05:40,320 --> 00:05:44,240
Víne̯a-n cătún, zíʦi: <Cum mă?> Ša ša.

84
00:05:40,320 --> 00:05:44,240
He went to the village: <What happened?> That
and that.

85
00:05:44,320 --> 00:05:47,320
<Bírda cătắ úna fe̯átă nu-l ĭau̯ ĭél --áscă.>

85
00:05:44,320 --> 00:05:47,320
<Whenever he sees a girl, he wonʼt harm them
anymore.>

86
00:05:47,360 --> 00:05:53,000
Si duc fétili - la čéšma - čéla vampíru ša si cáːtă,

86
00:05:47,360 --> 00:05:53,000
Now when the girls go to the spring, the vampire
is just looking

87
00:05:53,080 --> 00:05:56,000
ič, la fétili al fáʦi cu mɔ́na.

87
00:05:53,080 --> 00:05:56,000
and waving to the girls.

88
00:05:56,640 --> 00:06:01,680
Ĭáni, ŭázgedžíl-- ačél fičóru tut milétu li curtursíi̯ .

88
00:05:56,640 --> 00:06:01,680
So, the young man finally rescued the village
[from the vampire].

89
00:06:02,760 --> 00:06:07,120
Tamám mɯ? Vampíru ša-ĭ, insán manáncă.

89
00:06:02,760 --> 00:06:07,120
All right? That’s the way the vampire is, he eats
people.

90
00:06:07,760 --> 00:06:11,560
Amá nu ári vampír, ári -- ša, masáli šti.

90
00:06:07,760 --> 00:06:11,560
But now there are no more vampires, just stories.

91
00:06:12,280 --> 00:06:17,640
Nec ʦélu štíu ĭáni, unéc lu ʦɔn mínti.

91
00:06:12,280 --> 00:06:17,640
I know that, I still remember a bit.

92
00:06:17,680 --> 00:06:22,480
- Eĭ, ma noi̯ ša, naínti masálurʲ šti̯ ám, masálurʲ,
tabí.

92
00:06:17,680 --> 00:06:22,480
- Well, these were the stories we knew, stories,
yes.

93
00:06:22,560 --> 00:06:23,480
- Tabí.

93
00:06:22,560 --> 00:06:23,480
- Of course.
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94
00:06:24,240 --> 00:06:26,240
- Áma ári cắntiʦi búni.

94
00:06:24,240 --> 00:06:26,240
- Now you can still find some nice songs.

95
00:06:26,680 --> 00:06:30,480
- Mo ári mi ĭáni an memlekʲét vampírʲ?

95
00:06:26,680 --> 00:06:30,480
- Are there still vampires in the homeland?

96
00:06:30,960 --> 00:06:33,560
Ári mi a vóstru memlekʲét?

96
00:06:30,960 --> 00:06:33,560
Are there in your country?

97
00:06:34,080 --> 00:06:35,280
- Nu ári, nu ári.

97
00:06:34,080 --> 00:06:35,280
- There aren’t any.

98
00:06:35,280 --> 00:06:38,080
- Văcótu vékʲ vέ, vέ. - Túnʦi vέ.

98
00:06:35,280 --> 00:06:38,080
- In the old times there were. - There were.

99
00:06:38,080 --> 00:06:40,080
- Pricázmurʲ s-aʦésti.

99
00:06:38,080 --> 00:06:40,080
- These are fairy tales.

100
00:06:41,360 --> 00:06:43,840
- Tabí, túnʦi vέ, mo nu ári.

100
00:06:41,360 --> 00:06:43,840
- Yes, they existed, now there is no one left.

101
00:06:44,080 --> 00:06:47,720
Mo insáni vampíri să. Noi̯ im vampíri.

101
00:06:44,080 --> 00:06:47,720
We are the vampires now.

102
00:06:49,960 --> 00:06:53,480
- Sumovíli ve̯a naínti, ziʦe̯áu̯. Mo sumovíli ári mi?

102
00:06:49,960 --> 00:06:53,480
- There were fairies. But now, are there still
fairies?

103
00:06:53,840 --> 00:06:55,280
Sumovíli ve̯a naínti.

103
00:06:53,840 --> 00:06:55,280
There were "sumovili" (woodland fairies) back
then.

104
00:06:55,280 --> 00:06:58,280

104
00:06:55,280 --> 00:06:58,280
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Mo, no ári mi sumovíli, íč, nu ári. - Ári mi sumovíli
mo?

Now, they have disappeared. - Are there still
sumovili?

105
00:06:58,320 --> 00:07:01,600
- Tsi erá sumovíli? - Džíndi, džín.

105
00:06:58,320 --> 00:07:01,600
- What were these sumovili? - Jinns.

106
00:07:01,640 --> 00:07:04,840
- Sumovíli mo, nɔ́pte̯a ʦíste̯a ĭes.

106
00:07:01,640 --> 00:07:04,840
- These fairies came out in the night.

107
00:07:05,040 --> 00:07:08,120
Cu tambắr, dámbăr-dúmbar.

107
00:07:05,040 --> 00:07:08,120
With drums, drum drum.

108
00:07:08,560 --> 00:07:12,080
[?]

108
00:07:08,560 --> 00:07:12,080
[?]

109
00:07:12,080 --> 00:07:15,440
[…] cólo fuzí, ĭa bilmén me,

109
00:07:12,080 --> 00:07:15,440
[…] they came and left, you know,

110
00:07:15,680 --> 00:07:17,480
čipče̯á, čipséšti.

110
00:07:15,680 --> 00:07:17,480
and tried to touch you [?]

111
00:07:17,800 --> 00:07:20,960
Ašá erá, áma mó nu ári.

111
00:07:17,800 --> 00:07:20,960
That was the way it was.

112
00:07:21,000 --> 00:07:25,680
Túnʦe na --, úša u ănklʲidém mi, bidé nu i̯ ešáu̯.

112
00:07:21,000 --> 00:07:25,680
Back then, we closed the doors and did not go
outside.

113
00:07:25,680 --> 00:07:28,120
No̯ápte̯a avέ --, fríca vέ.

113
00:07:25,680 --> 00:07:28,120
In the night we were afraid.

114
00:07:28,240 --> 00:07:30,400
- Áma ša táre nu vέ, vide̯ála nu vέ,

114
00:07:28,240 --> 00:07:30,400
- We did not have even [electric] light.

115

115
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00:07:30,440 --> 00:07:32,280
- Vide̯ála nu vέ. - Aʦe̯á nu vέ naínti.

00:07:30,440 --> 00:07:32,280
- No light. - We did not have that then.

116
00:07:32,320 --> 00:07:34,040
- Tabí. - Cu finéru šătăi̯ ém.

116
00:07:32,320 --> 00:07:34,040
- Sure. - We walked around with a lantern.

117
00:07:34,040 --> 00:07:37,280
- Cu lámpa, cu finér,

117
00:07:34,040 --> 00:07:37,280
- With an oil lamp, with a lantern,

118
00:07:38,200 --> 00:07:40,480
túnsi šá ra, mo ---

118
00:07:38,200 --> 00:07:40,480
that was the way it was back then, but now ---

119
00:07:41,200 --> 00:07:44,040
Her taráf aydɯnlɯ́k ()!

119
00:07:41,200 --> 00:07:44,040
Itʼs light everywhere ()!

120
00:07:44,360 --> 00:07:46,840
- Diʦέ nu ári kalmá sumovíli íšte, diʦέ sumovíli
fuzíră.

120
00:07:44,360 --> 00:07:46,840
- Thatʼs why these fairies left, they left.

121
00:07:46,840 --> 00:07:48,040
- Tabí, samovíli fuzíră.

121
00:07:46,840 --> 00:07:48,040
- Well, they have gone.

122
00:07:50,200 --> 00:07:54,440
- Áma vέ si samovíli búni? Samovíli búni, nu avέ?

122
00:07:50,200 --> 00:07:54,440
- Were there good fairies too?

123
00:07:54,680 --> 00:07:56,200
- Ĭoc šei̯ !

123
00:07:54,680 --> 00:07:56,200
- No.

124
00:07:58,160 --> 00:08:02,000
Sumuvíli túnsi vέ, áma mó nu ári.

124
00:07:58,160 --> 00:08:02,000
Back then there were, now they are none.
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